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October 29, 2021

Ms. Mary Muessle
Director, Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

VIA E-MAIL

Re: Reply to a Notice of Violation; EA-20-002
NRC Inspection Report 030-32176/2019-005

Dear Ms. Muessle:

I. Introduction

This letter is in response to the NRC’s notice of violation EA-20-002, dated September 30,
2021.  As Terracon has previously provided substantial information to the NRC regarding the
events of November 25, 2019 and we have participated in a pre-enforcement conference with the
NRC, our response will be comparatively brief and focus largely on new information.

II. Response to Specific Violations

a. Violations A, B, C

Terracon addressed the facts surrounding these violations at length in our May 17, 2020
submission.  Terracon further addressed these violations in our May 20, 2020 PEC and in our
June 11, 2020 submission following the PEC.  All of those submissions and their attachments are
incorporated by reference herein.

Those documents detail the facts surrounding the violations, Terracon’s reasons for
disputing the violations, and the numerous, significant corrective steps that Terracon took.  Those
documents include corrective actions that were taken immediately after the incident by Terracon,
those that were undertaken prior to the PEC, and those that were undertaken after the PEC.

In those documents, Terracon detailed at length our rigorous training program, our Rules
to Live By, our Safe Right Procedures, our custom-designed field audit system, the thousands of
safety-focused coaching conversations, and the various ways in which our former employee was
given the necessary training and tools to handle and transport her gauge safely.  We will continue
to improve on those systems with an eye towards gauge safety.

In addition to the corrective actions listed, we have now updated our Safe Right Procedure
to make explicitly clear that our employees must “Always be within arm’s reach of your gauge.”
(emphasis in original).  It also states that the “Gauge may not be left unattended in the bed of the
truck or anywhere on the site.”  Our previous SRP instructed our employees in multiple places
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“Do not leave the device unattended for any reason.”  See, Enclosure C to June 11 submission.
Again, while Terracon trains extensively on the need for keeping control and surveillance of the
gauge, we felt it best to reiterate this information in an even more specific way in our SRP.

Terracon believes it is in full compliance with all applicable regulations.

b. Violation D

Violation D relates to the trigger lock that Terracon provided to our former employee, which
she cut off without informing anyone at Terracon and without requesting a replacement from
Terracon.  Again, the details of this violation are included in the prior submissions.

It is our understanding the NRC did not feel that Terracon adequately addressed this
violation from a corrective action standpoint.  It remains our position that our employees have
been trained on the need to have the appropriate equipment, including trigger locks (which for our
system of transportation constitutes a third independent locking mechanism).

In the case of this employee, she had previously lost her calibration block and was
immediately provided a new one by her supervisor once she brought it to their attention.  Likewise,
she would have been given a new trigger lock immediately had she informed her supervisor of
the issue.  She chose not to despite having the resources available to replace it immediately.

Regarding corrective actions, Terracon believes the custom training that we designed and
require of all gauge users adequately covers this issue and should have been viewed as a
corrective action for this violation as well.  As we noted in our June 11 submission, Terracon has
created its own gauge safety training program.  Still shots from the video training were provided
to the NRC.  Below is an additional still shot of the training portion focused on the need for trigger
locks.  Again, this is a bespoke training program that Terracon created at significant cost because
we want all of our employee gauge users to perform their work safely and in accordance with
federal regulations.
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In addition to the corrective actions we have already undertaken on this issue, we will
commit to further educating our Local RSOs about this specific issue on our next RSO safety call.
We will reiterate the need for trigger locks and that a gauge should never be used without all of
its parts and accessories fully functioning.

Terracon believes it is in full compliance with all applicable regulations.

c. Violation E

With regard to Violation E (timely reporting), Terracon addressed the facts surrounding
this issue at length in prior submissions.  We do not have any additional information to provide
regarding this issue.  Terracon understands the NRC’s decision on the matter.

Terracon believes it is in full compliance with all applicable regulations.

III. Conclusion

As we have said throughout this process, Terracon remains committed to gauge safety.
We have invested heavily in robust systems to train employees and to audit their performance in
the field.  We have tracked thousands of safety-focused coaching conversations.  We have
created custom training programs and developed our own mobile app solutions to ensure that our
employees have the tools they need to successfully and safely perform their work.
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The actions of this single employee obviously are a disappointment to us.  Like all of our
employees, she was trained appropriately and given all the tools she needed to be successful
and safe in her work—including coaching on the very issue of leaving her gauge unattended.
Despite our significant efforts, she chose a different path.  For that reason, she is no longer with
Terracon.

With regard to this process, we appreciate the time and effort of the NRC.  The PEC in
particular provided for a useful exchange of information and ideas.  We will take that information
and those ideas with us and incorporate them into our continuing discussion of gauge safety.  At
this point, Terracon is prepared to pay the civil fine and close this matter.

Sincerely,

TERRACON CONSULTANTS, INC.

Aaron J. Mann Jim Wright
General Counsel – Risk Management Director of Safety


